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REPORT: RUSSIA DELIVERS ANTI-SHIP MISSILES TO SYRIA

December 1, 2011 The Jerusalem Post reported: “Russia has delivered anti-ship cruise missiles to Syria, the Interfax news agency cited an

unnamed military source as saying on Thursday, days after a United Nations commission of inquiry called for an arms embargo on

Damascus.

Economic and diplomatic pressure has isolated Syrian President Bashar Assad following a nine-month government crackdown against

protesters in unrest the United Nations says has killed more than 4,000 people.

Moscow has spoken out against further sanctions imposed by Western and Arab League states, and it has defended its right to sell Syria

weapons -- tens of millions of dollars worth last year.”...Russian Defense Minister Anatoly Serdyukov said in February that Moscow was

pressing ahead with the deal despite Israeli concerns, indicating the missiles might have been delivered earlier this year.”...

Russia teamed up with China in October to veto a Western-backed UN Security Council resolution condemning Assad's government.

Russia said the resolution could have opened the door to Western military intervention like in Libya, where it says NATO overstepped its

Security Council mandate.”...”

BARAK VS US: WE CAN'T WAIT UNTIL IRAN DECLARES IT HAS A NUCLEAR BOMB 

December 1, 2011 DEBKAfile reported: “Major US-Israel differences surfaced suddenly Thursday, Dec. 1, over the timing and

circumstances of an attack on Iran's nuclear facilities, when Gen. Martin Dempsey, Chairman of the Joint US Chiefs of Staff, said: "I don't

know whether Israel would alert the United States ahead of time if it decided to take military action against Iran." Three hours later, Israeli

Defense Minister Ehud Barak maintained US policy would enable Iran to obtain a nuclear weapon without the possibility of attacking it.

In an interview, General Dempsey went on to admit a range of differences between the US and Israel on two key issues: The first related to

their expectations from the sanctions and the diplomatic moves being taken by the Obama administration, “with the stated intent not to take

any options off the table” – language that leaves open the possibility of future military action...The second issue on which the Americans

and Israelis are divided is their perspective on the future course of events relating to the Iranian nuclear program and the Middle East...

In an early morning radio interview, Ehud Barak laid Israel's cards on the table with unusual frankness: He said he would be happy if

diplomatic moves and sanctions were to stop Iran’s nuclear program and make it possible to give up the military option, but he does not

believe that is the case.

 “They (the Americans) tell us - What’s the hurry with an attack on Iran? Wait until (Ayatollah) Khamenei announces that Iran is

abandoning the NPT (nuclear non-proliferation treaty). The Iranians will break the locks (IAEA inspection seals at Iranian uranium

enrichment plants) and then it will be clear to all that they have a nuclear weapon.”

Barak added: “The difference between us and the Americans is this: We say that because the Iranians are busy moving their nuclear

program to underground facilities, they can announce this (that they have a nuclear weapon) after it is no longer possible to attack it." He

went on to warn that If Israel is pushed into a corner, “it will have to act.”...In other words, Israel is not willing to wait, as the Obama

administration proposes...”...”

IRANIAN NAVY EQUIPS NAVAL VESSELS WITH ANTI-SHIP CRUISE MISSILE

November 30, 2011  The Fars News Agency reported: “The Iranian Army's Navy equipped its vessels with powerful anti-ship Qader

(Mighty) cruise missiles, a senior Navy commander announced on Wednesday.  Speaking to FNA, Iranian Navy Commander Rear Admiral

Habibollah Sayyari stated that Qader missile with a range of 200km is ‘one of the strongest and most precise naval missiles’ of the Islamic

Republic of Iran.

The commander added that a large number of such missiles have already been delivered to the Iranian naval

combat units.  Sayyari stated that the Iranian Navy is now using Qader as a coast-to-sea and surface-to-surface

missile, and noted that the cruise missile can be mounted onto different types of choppers as well.

Late in September, the Iranian Defense Ministry supplied large numbers of Qader missiles to the naval forces of the Army and the

Islamic Revolution Guards Corps (IRGC) to boost Iran's naval power.”...”

BLAST MAY HAVE SLOWED IRAN NUCLEAR DRIVE: ISRAEL

November 29, 2011  SpaceDaily.com reported: “A deadly blast at an Iranian military base this month may have slowed the Islamic

republic's nuclear programme, a senior Israeli military official said in a report on Monday.

‘The explosion at the site where ground-to-ground missiles are developed could delay or even bring a complete halt to the production of

these missiles at that site,’ said General Itai Baron, head of the military's intelligence research unit, quoted by the media.  The general, who



was speaking before Israel's parliamentary committee for defence and foreign affairs, said that Iran also has other sites for the development

of these missiles…”

PREPARE FOR RIOTS IN EURO COLLAPSE, FOREIGN OFFICE WARNS

November 25, 2011  The Telegraph reported: “British embassies in the eurozone have been told to draw up plans to help British expats

through the collapse of the single currency, amid new fears for Italy and Spain. 

As the Italian government struggled to borrow and Spain considered seeking an international bail-out, British ministers privately warned

that the break-up of the euro, once almost unthinkable, is now increasingly plausible.  Diplomats are preparing to help Britons abroad

through a banking collapse and even riots arising from the debt crisis.

The Treasury confirmed earlier this month that contingency planning for a collapse is now under way.  A senior minister has now revealed

the extent of the Government’s concern, saying that Britain is now planning on the basis that a euro collapse is now just a matter of time.

“It’s in our interests that they keep playing for time because that gives us more time to prepare,” the minister told the Daily Telegraph. 

Recent Foreign and Commonwealth Office instructions to embassies and consulates request contingency planning for extreme scenarios

including rioting and social unrest.  Greece has seen several outbreaks of civil disorder as its government struggles with its huge debts.

British officials think similar scenes cannot be ruled out in other nations if the euro collapses.

Diplomats have also been told to prepare to help tens of thousands of British citizens in eurozone countries with the

consequences of a financial collapse that would leave them unable to access bank accounts or even withdraw cash.

Fuelling the fears of financial markets for the euro, reports in Madrid yesterday suggested that the new Popular

Party government could seek a bail-out from either the European Union rescue fund or the International Monetary

Fund.

There are also growing fears for Italy, whose new government was forced to pay record interest rates on new

bonds issued yesterday.  The yield on new six-month loans was 6.5 per cent, nearly double last month’s rate.

And the yield on outstanding two-year loans was 7.8 per cent, well above the level considered unsustainable.

Italy’s new government will have to sell more than EURO 30 billion of new bonds by the end of January to refinance its debts. Analysts say

there is no guarantee that investors will buy all of those bonds, which could force Italy to default.

The Italian government yesterday said that in talks with German Chancellor Angela Merkel and French President Nicolas Sarkozy, Prime

Minister Mario Monti had agreed that an Italian collapse “would inevitably be the end of the euro.”...

The EU treaties that created the euro and set its membership rules contain no provision for members to leave, meaning any break-up would

be disorderly and potentially chaotic.”...

Some economists believe that at worst, the outright collapse of the euro could reduce GDP in its member-states by up to half and trigger

mass unemployment.  Analysts at UBS, an investment bank earlier this year warned that the most extreme consequences of a break-up

include risks to basic property rights and the threat of civil disorder.

“When the unemployment consequences are factored in, it is virtually impossible to consider a break-up scenario without some serious

social consequences,” UBS said.”...”

CHAVEZ TOUTS NEW LATIN AMERICA, CARIBBEAN BLOC

December 1, 2011 The Associated Press reported: “What if they threw a giant party for the Americas and didn't invite the United States or

Canada? That's what Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez is doing with a two-day, 33-nation summit starting Friday, welcoming nations

from Brazil to Jamaica in what he hopes will be a grand alliance to counter U.S. influence.

Many presidents have less sweeping goals in mind, seeing the new Community of Latin American and Caribbean States mainly as a forum

for resolving regional conflicts, building closer ties and promoting economic development.

Yet the bloc's creation is also a sign that for many countries, the United States is no longer seen as an essential diplomatic player in regional

affairs.

"The U.S. has lost an awful lot of space in the region, even though it's still the most important, the most powerful country in the region,"

said Eduardo Gamarra, a Latin American politics professor at Florida International University in Miami. Still, he said, it's unclear whether

the region's governments are truly committed to forming a close alliance that brings together Latin America in ways that offset U.S. power.

Chavez, who sells the largest share of Venezuela's oil to the United States, is urging the region to assert its independence, noting it was

once a dream of 19th century independence hero Simon Bolivar to unify Latin American nations.”...

At least publicly, though, only some of Chavez's closest allies seem to share his interests in creating alternatives to established bodies such

as the Washington-based Organization of American States, which includes every nation in the Americas except Cuba among its active

members.”...”
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